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Professional natural scent 

We made with professional  

know-how. And we use vege 

-table fermentation liquor  

with low alcohol aroma and  

no irritation. 

Special design tailored to  

customer's taste 

Can create customer's design with 

flower sticks, preserved leave,  

color sticks and mood light. 

Premium fragrance 

Using perfume-grade fragrances, 

our products have a rich, deep  

scent that lasts for a long time. 

Happy daily life with twinkling Star, BLING STELLA 
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Company Introduction 

BLING STELLA’s logo represents the beautiful fragrance of nature  

and safety. Intellectual property rights are registered around the world. 
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Luxurious metal Design 

Luxurious metallic design  

fits anywhere. 



High Quality 

Taking pride in products of high quality 

matching up to those of  expensive  

perfume brands. 

Best Service 

Always providing service with our  

customers in mind. 

Trend Leader 

A leader in the cosmetics mark

et by launching new products  

that meet the tastes of various 

customers. 

Truthful Price 

High Quality products offered at 

truthful price. 
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SOCIAL COMMERCE & OPEN MARKET 

Our products are sold directly through various online channels. 

Launched Exclusive Brand on Social Commerce and Open Market. 

HOME PAGE & SNS 

Can find out new product information through blingstell

ar.com The service is available in Korean and English. 
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AI GLOBAL IN THE WORLD 

AI GLOBAL’s products are being exported to various countries such as the US, UK, Germany, 

China, Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia. 

Overseas customers return for more of AI GLOBAL's products. 
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1. Green  Spring   

Refreshing and clear fragrance of fir  

leaves, It's like walking in a deep forest. 

The refreshing scent of fresh spring. 
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Brands 

SCENT of BLING STELLA 
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2. Red  Summer  

The sweetness of cherry juice that is  

ripened red under the hot sun is intact! 

The scent of hot passion. 

3. Blue  Autumn 

The dense forest spreading under  

the blue autumn sky, the scent of pines  

blowing in the breeze! 

Refreshing scent of phytoncide. 

4. White  Winter  

A sweet baby powder diffuser  

like a warm snowy winter, 

A scent that warms a cold heart. 

5. Blooming Flowers  

A perfume diffuser that starts with  

an intense and rich floral scent  

and ends with a refreshing feeling. 

A sensual and luxurious fragrance. 

6. Sweet  Flowers 

A  perfume Diffuser, the fragrance of flo

wers in high-quality blending 

Sweet and rich flowery scent 

7. Eucalyptus 

A fragrance of eucalyptus is good for imp

roving concentration and relieving stress

Deep eucalyptus scent. 

8. king of Flowers 

Combining the sweet and rich floral  

scent with coolness! 

Jasmine & Mint Fragrance 



Flower Diffuser :  

0.1~0.17 oz (3~5ml) 

White and Black Color, 8 kinds of scent. 

Can use in the car and Indoor. 

different kinds of flower sticks Color Fiber Stick 
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REED DIFFUSER & Others 

Preserved Leaves Set Mood Light 

Wood ball & Wood Cap Diffuser : 

1~1.7 oz (30~50ml) 

Two Tune Black Diffuser :  

3.4 oz (100ml) 
Wine Diffuser :  

6.7 oz (200ml) 
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8 kinds of scent. 

Can use in the car and Indoor. 

8 kinds of scent.  

Use at home or office. 

8 kinds of scent.  Use at home or office. 

Depending on the type of scent, there is  

a difference in the color of the liquid. 

We have a variety of flower sticks  

in different sizes and colors. 

We have a variety of fiber sticks  

in different sizes and colors. 

A wide variety of set products are available

, including briquettes and pebbles. 

This is a wooden mood lamp that can be  

adjusted with a remote control.  

More than 10 colors to choose from. 



Company profile  

exchange and   

review 

Item selection  

and price   

negotiation 
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Annual Review  

of profit 
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Meeting for  

detailed review 

2 

Official  

Agreement 

4 

Negotiation of  

distributor rights 
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PARTNERSHIP PROPOSAL 

We aims at branching out further into the world with the help of other foreign businesses. 

With high quality products offered at truthful price, we are recognized for its competitiveness in the world. 

We are searching for business partners to establish 'win-win' relationships based on mutual trust. 

With a common goal and active communication, we will become the next big thing in the word. 
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Thank You. 
Beautiful fragrance born from nature 

Homepage :  blingstella.com 

E-mail :  blingstella.com@gmail.com 


